Reconstructing regional population fluctuations in the European Neolithic using radiocarbon dates: a new case-study using an improved method
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\section*{1. Introduction}

Population size and density are key variables in human evolution. They represent important outcomes of evolutionary adaptation, and have strong feedback relationships with key processes such as: the transmission, selection and drift of both genetic and cultural information; infectious disease dynamics; land and resource use; niche construction; economic cycles and sustainability. To understand human evolution it is therefore necessary to estimate regional population fluctuations, and to identify their causes and consequences. Major advances are now being made in this field due to the growing availability of modern and ancient genetic data and associated modelling approaches (e.g. Li and Durbin, 2011). However, estimates of population size from these data generally lack adequate chronological and/or spatial resolution, or the data are too few in number, to draw meaningful inferences about their relationship with these key processes.

Directly dated archaeological site information does not suffer from these problems but, with some recent exceptions (e.g. Bocquet-Appel (2002) using cemetery age distributions, Zimmermann et al. (2004) using site spatial distributions, and Hinz et al. (2012) using summed radiocarbon probabilities), archaeologists, in Europe at least, have been strikingly reluctant to make demographic inferences from such data, and are generally keener to emphasise the pitfalls than the possibilities. When Rick (1987) proposed using summed date distributions as data for the purpose of reconstructing spatial-temporal variation in coastal-highland settlement practices during the Peruvian preceramic period, an important new weapon was added to the archaeologist’s armoury. In his inferential chain, Rick laid out three main assumptions that underpin this approach; firstly that more dateable objects will be deposited during periods when the population was
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larger, secondly that more deposits will lead to more objects preserved in the archaeological record, and thirdly that more preserved objects will lead to more dateable material eventually recovered by archaeologists. Joining these together gives us the assumption of a monotonic relationship between the population size and the amount of radiocarbon dates recovered (Collard et al. 2010). Therefore a suitable radiocarbon database can be used to construct a time-series by summing each date’s probability distribution, and the fluctuations in this time-series can then be used as a proxy for changing population size.

Of course the extent to which these assumptions are satisfied can be difficult to determine. The law of large numbers predicts that larger sample sizes should more fairly represent the archaeological record, but this may already be a taphonomically biased representation of the original deposits. Some control can be achieved by using radiocarbon dates from a confined spatial region, small enough for taphonomic losses to be considered spatially homogenous. However, this necessarily reduces sample sizes, and so a balance must be found. Even in this simple case, where the analysis deals only with a local pattern, we can expect constant homogenous taphonomic losses to manifest as a gradual loss over time in the archaeological record, and therefore a long-term exponential increase in the summed distribution.

Whilst the utility of this approach is reflected in its increasing application, the biases and assumptions noted in Rick's chain of inference have also been subject to increasing critical scrutiny (Rick, 1987 Fig. 1; Surovell et al. 2009; Williams, 2012; Bamforth and Grun, 2012). Three major issues that persist are; the impact of sample size, fluctuations in the radiocarbon calibration curve—which have the effect of concentrating dates in some time periods and spreading them out across others—and the effect of differential taphonomic and archaeological recovery processes on what is available for dating.

In our previous study (Shennan et al. 2013) we have shown that many of the problems and biases raised by the standard approach of summing radiocarbon dates can be resolved. Despite this, criticisms persist; most recently for example, Contreras and Meadows (2014) again raise these concerns. The authors simulate a radiocarbon dataset by sampling from a prior ‘assumed true’ population curve (using Bennett’s population reconstruction of the European Black Death AD 1000–1700, and McCaa’s population construction of Central Mexico AD 1000–1800), and then comment on the dissimilarity between the sampled summed probability distribution and the ‘true’ population curve from which it was sampled. In principle this is a sensible approach, which should be expected to demonstrate good congruence as the sample size increases; however the authors argue the contrary, that there is poor congruence, and conclude the method is unreliable.

There is a simple explanation for this.Because of the interference effect of wiggles in the calibration curve, spurious fluctuations exist on a scale below c.200 years, rendering this method quite useless for any time-series shorter than a few thousand years. This is simply a matter of analysing at the appropriate scale—the effect of these wiggles is invisible and irrelevant at the scale of tens of thousand years. As with our previous study, we apply this method to dates spanning several thousand years, before trimming the summed distribution down to a 4000 year period of interest, to avoid edge effects. Furthermore we plot a 200 year rolling mean, to discourage the reader from over-interpreting smaller scale features. In contrast, Contreras and Meadows invoke a straw man by simulating dates over the inappropriately short time ranges of 700 years and 800 years, so that the shape of their distribution is dominated by these spurious short-term wiggles. They obfuscate matters further by plotting the simulated distribution over a wider 1200 year range, so as to include yet more spurious edge effects outside the range covered by the sampled data.

Shennan et al. (2013) also showed that a more comprehensive Monte-Carlo simulation-based method, which generates simulated date distributions under a fitted null model, can be used to test features in the observed dataset for statistically significant patterns. The results of this Monte-Carlo Summed Probability Distribution method (MCSPD-method) can be supplemented by comparing the radiocarbon population proxy with other proxies, based on independent evidence and different assumptions. Thus, Woodbridge et al. (in press) compared this population proxy for Britain with independent evidence for forest clearance, based on pollen analysis, which serves as an indicator of human environmental impact and hence population size, and found a strong correlation: peaks in the summed date distribution correspond to more open environments and troughs to more extensive forest cover. Other studies of the European Neolithic have produced the same result (see Hinz et al. 2012; Whitehouse et al. in press; Lechterbeck et al. in press).

Shennan et al. (2013) addressed the question of whether the arrival of farming in the different regions of Europe was associated with a significant departure from a fitted null-model of long-term exponential growth that characterises both global population history (e.g. McEvedy and Jones, 1978) and the increased survival of the archaeological record towards the present. Results for the majority of the European regions showed significant departures from this null model, and indicate that boom and bust fluctuations followed the arrival of farming. The occurrence of population booms—periods of rapid population growth—associated with the local arrival of farming was unsurprising, on the basis of both theory (Ammen and Cavalli-Sforza, 1971) and inferences of increased growth rates derived from cemetery age-at-death distributions (Bocquet-Appel, 2002). However, the consistent evidence for population ‘busts’ contradicts standard views about the long-term impact of agriculture on population levels. Furthermore, cross-correlation of the population fluctuations with climate data did not support the hypothesis that the fluctuations were climate-driven.

This paper pursues a similar agenda by examining dates from another twelve European regions (see map Fig. 1, and Appendix 2 for date sources) to see if they continue to support the boom-bust pattern, but does so by means of an improvement to the existing MCSPD-method that was presented in Shennan et al. (2013). We provide a detailed description of the improved method, and demonstrate its power using one of the twelve regions as a test set, by progressively sampling smaller and smaller training datasets and comparing the results. Finally, we examine the population reconstructions for the twelve regions and discuss their implications.

2. Data

As with our previous study, radiocarbon dates for each study area were selected from the EUROEVOL project database. Once again we used a fully inclusive approach on the basis that inaccurate dates would obscure any genuine underlying patterns, thus having a conservative effect, and that the larger the sample, the closer it will approximate the true distribution (see Shennan et al. 2013 for details).

3. Improvement to computational method

By definition, approximately 5% of any SPD (constructed from observed data or simulated data) will be falsely considered unusually high/low density by the existing method, and reported as locally significant (highlighted in red/blue respectively in the figures below). This is because 5% of any random data falls outside its 95% confidence interval, and can be loosely considered as ‘false positive’
points on the SPD plot, in so far as all the red/blue regions can be considered ‘positive’ points. A ‘global’ $p$-value informs us if overall there is a significant departure from the null for the entire time series, since this $p$-value is estimated by comparing a single global summary statistic from the observed SPD with a distribution of the same statistic from all the simulated SPDs. However, we are left with difficulties in interpreting precisely which time intervals truly depart from expectation under the null-model, and which are ‘false’. Here we introduce an additional function that seeks to filter out the points that are most likely to be ‘false positives’ from both the observed SPD and each simulated SPD (for a flowchart see Fig. 4; details of the entire method are fully explained in Appendix 1; ‘details of computational method’). The new ‘false positive remover’ function uses the principle that the ‘false positive’ points were not caused by an interesting underlying signal in the data, and instead are randomly distributed through a SPD. Therefore the ‘false positives’ are more likely to occur alone than in pairs, more likely in pairs than triplets etc. In contrast, ‘true positives’ in an observed SPD are more likely to have low entropy, i.e. exhibit order, and therefore occur in blocks, since they are caused by some underlying population process. The new function therefore filters out single positive points on an SPD, followed by points with only one neighbouring point, until a maximum of 5\% of the SPD has been removed from the category of positive. The immediate affect of this is to selectively reduce the amount of red/blue in a manner that tends to preferentially reduce the false positive points in the observed SPD, thus improving the specificity of the plots. However, the new function is also applied equally to the simulated SPDs, which has a very different effect, since the simulated SPDs are used to calculate the global $p$-value. The simulated SPDs are assigned fewer positive points (points outside the 95\% CI), which lowers the summary statistic threshold used in calculating the global $p$-value. This results in the test having increased sensitivity, since it is now better at successfully rejecting an incorrect null. Overall these two effects combine to substantially increase the power and usefulness of the method.

4. Demonstrating the power of the MCSPD-method

We use one of the twelve regional datasets — Eastern Middle Sweden (EMS) to test the efficacy and statistical power of the improved MCSPD-method, which includes the addition of the ‘false positive remover’ function (Fig. 2). The EMS dataset was selected as a suitable candidate for this demonstration since it exhibits a
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simple and coherent pattern, which despite the small sample size (samples $N = 93$, bins $N = 63$) corresponds well to that seen in a much larger sample of dates from the same region (Hinz et al., 2012, Fig. 3; $N$ samples = 243).

Initially the full (100%) EMS dataset was analysed using all 93 samples. This was repeated for 7 further tests, with each subsequent subset being one third smaller than the previous subset, but always randomly sampled from the original dataset. The rationale behind this approach is that by assessing the similarity of the SPDs (and the short term periods of significance) between subsets, we can estimate the minimum sample size required to recover a shape that is fairly representative of the 100% SPD. This also provides a way of critically assessing the $p$-values generated by the method, since both the $p$-value for each subset, and the similarity of shape between subsets, are indicators that the shape is not a random artefact of a small sample.

This demonstration utilises the consequences of the law of large numbers, which predicts that as sample sizes increase, the sample distribution approaches the true distribution; therefore as sample sizes decrease, the shapes of the sample distributions will become increasingly different.

The results show remarkable similarity in the broad scale shape of all SPDs, even at a sample size of 6% of the full dataset, comprising just six $^{14}$C dates across 4000 years (contra Williams, 2012: 587). Local regions of high density (red) also exhibit good synchronicity across all random subsets. When a strong pattern of clustering is present in the data the global $p$-values suggest that the improved method has the statistical power to detect significance with sample sizes as small as 12 dates across 4000 years (test using 13% of full EMS dataset yielded a $p$-value of 0.003). At this level the similarity with the full dataset is remarkable, both in terms of the shape of the SPD and the local regions of significance (red).

Regions of low density (blue) are sparse in the full dataset and disappear entirely on subsequent smaller subsets. This phenomenon is driven by the small sample size (compare with larger sections of blue from the more substantial datasets of ‘England and Wales without Wessex’ and ‘Western France’, Fig. 3) and is a consequence of the fact that absence of evidence is not evidence of absence in a small dataset (in a very small dataset the lower bound of the confidence interval falls to zero, but it is not possible for any part of an SPD to be smaller than zero), whilst as sample sizes increase the contrary becomes true — the absence of dates (low density) increasingly becomes evidence of absence.

In contrast to the results from Fig. 2, Fig. 3 shows that the same method applied to a similar sample size for Swedish Baltic Islands revealed no significance. This might seem counterintuitive since there are clear fluctuations in the SPD, and seems a good candidate for subjective disagreement about the extent to which those fluctuations are significant, or merely the random effects of sampling.

---

**Fig. 2.** Showing the effects of progressively smaller subsets of the Eastern Middle Sweden (EMS) dataset. Black line shows the summed probability distribution (SPD); dashed line shows a rolling 200 year mean of the SPD; dotted line shows the fitted null exponential model (for consistency we used the same null model as in the previous study, see section 5 below); red sections are local regions of unusually high density, blue shows regions of unusually low density. At 13% (12 samples) $p$-values are significant, and the overall SPD shape and regions of high density are remarkably similar to the full 100% dataset. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

---

Clearly the method has performed conservatively in supporting the latter interpretation.

5. Population reconstruction results

The population reconstructions and associated global significance values for the 12 regions in this study, using the improved method, are shown in Fig. 3. We used the same null model as in the previous study — an exponential fitted to the SPD from all 13,658 dates in the study area across the wider range of 10,000—4000 BP. As in our previous study the great majority of the regions show evidence of departures from the overall European exponential trend, with indications of population booms and busts, and eight of the 12 regions show strong indications of a statistically significant population increase immediately following the arrival of farming, with a ninth region (Little Poland) also showing some indication of
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Fig. 3. Regional summed probability distributions (SPDs) of radiocarbon date analysis. Black line shows the SPD; dashed line shows a rolling 200 year mean of the SPD; dotted line shows the fitted null exponential model; red sections are local regions of unusually high density; blue shows regions of unusually low density; blue arrows represent approximate first farming dates. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

this increase (the remaining three regions are Lowlands, Swedish Baltic Islands and Bohemia).

However, it is important to note that whilst many red regions appear to begin and end with periods of rapid growth and decline, the declines in most cases are not highlighted in blue to show significantly low density. This is unlike the results in our previous study (Shennan et al. 2013) where periods of significantly high density were in many cases soon followed by periods of significantly low density. This difference is almost certainly driven by the smaller sample sizes (mean = 313, range = 93–862, compared to the previous study mean = 623, range = 281–1732), and further explained in the demonstration section, in terms of evidence of absence. In any case strictly speaking, the p-value globally tests for a statistically significant departure from the null exponential model, whereas the interpretation of booms and busts are reasonable but subjective inferences drawn from the shape of the SPD and its highlighted time periods of ‘positive’ (red and blue) points. Therefore given the much smaller sample sizes in this study it seems more appropriate to interpret ‘bust’ as a marked fall in density, rather than a significantly low density in itself. As noted above, in all regions where the comparisons have been made, the population reconstructions have been supported by the lower resolution pollen evidence of changing anthropogenic impacts.

We can now turn to the individual regions. England and Wales without Wessex shows the same pattern as the other regions of the British Isles with a boom following the arrival of farming at c.6000 BP followed by a crash down to a level little more than half the preceding peak. The population remains at this relatively low level for nearly 800 years, starting to climb again at c.4500 BP, in a pattern closer to that of Ireland than Scotland or Wessex (Shennan et al. 2013, Fig. 3). The pattern for western France again indicates a population boom with the appearance of farming in the early 7th millennium BP. Here the peak is at around 6000 BP and it is apparent that the subsequent decline corresponds in time to the population expansion in England and Wales, possibly suggesting a link between the two regions (see discussion in Collard et al. 2010). Over the course of the next 800 years, apart from a brief upick just after 5500 BP, the population proxy gradually drops to around two-thirds of its earlier peak at 5200 BP, a low point also observed in several other regions, though in France the rate of decline is less marked. The final drop at the end of the sequence may perhaps be related to a tendency to rely more on typology than radiocarbon dates among scholars working on the Bronze Age.

The Lowlands, Netherlands and Belgium, excluding the coastal regions subject to Holocene inundation, show a complex pattern of booms and busts, starting in the Mesolithic, with a peak at the start of the sequence at 8000 BP followed by a drop to half the peak level. A boom with the arrival of LBK farming groups in parts of the region at c.7300 BP is followed by another sharp drop in the early 7th millennium BP to less than half the LBK peak level; this corresponds to other evidence for the abandonment of the LBK areas of the Netherlands at this time (Bakels, 2007). Population then increases again as agriculture gradually infiltrates this region (Cappers and Raemaekers, 2008) before another drop in the second half of the 6th millennium BP, roughly synchronous with a drop in a number of other regions, as noted above. This in turn is followed by a rapid rise to peak at c.4700 BP, a level maintained for c.300 years, before a further sharp drop, though it cannot be excluded that different dating practices are relevant here.

Of the four Swedish regions, three indicate a population boom following the appearance of agriculture at around 6000 BP, followed by a rapid decline. However, while Western and Eastern Middle Sweden rise rapidly to a peak in the middle of the 6th millennium BP, in Central Southern Sweden the rate of growth is much slower, reaching a peak just after 5000 BP before declining to half the peak level. Western Sweden shows a second peak at the same date, before declining very rapidly to less than one-third of the maximum. Eastern Middle Sweden declines steadily after the mid-6th millennium BP high point, to roughly half this level by 5000 BP. There is no evidence of a significant departure from expectation under the null model in the Swedish Baltic Islands. Three of the four Swedish regional patterns are very similar to those shown in Hinz et al. (2012); the exception is the Swedish Baltic Islands, for which the similarity is less clear, and which in any case is lacking in significance.

The two Polish regions, Kujavia and Little Poland, again show significant departures from the null. In Little Poland there is a rapid rise in population, reaching a peak just after 5000 BP, which is long after the initial appearance of LBK farmers in the region around 7500 BP. There is a further peak in the middle of the 5th millennium BP after a slight dip, and then a major fall-off to less than half the maximum, though it is possible that Bronze Age scholars take less radiocarbon samples. Kujavia has a more complex pattern, with a significant rise from below trend associated with the first farming, but the highest values occur in the mid 6th millennium BP, and are double the LBK levels. There is then a drop in the late 6th millennium BP, as in many other regions, before a short-lived peak at c.4800 BP. Western Poland and Switzerland both show a major population boom with the arrival of farming in the late 7th millennium BP and a rapid decline in the mid 6th millennium BP, corresponding to that seen in the other three regions considered above. The subsequent rise to an equally high but more short-lived peak at c.4800 BP and the following major fall are corroborated by corresponding patterns in anthropogenic impacts inferred from pollen analysis for part of the same region (Lechterbeck et al. in press).

Of the two remaining regions, Bohemia shows no evidence of departure from the exponential trend. On the other hand, Moravia, which includes the adjacent area of Lower Austria, shows a dramatic population increase associated with the arrival of LBK farming c.7400 BP, followed by a rapid fall to little more than half the peak value just after 7000 BP, and then another immediate expansion to a peak at c.6600 BP before a collapse to a small fraction of the peak in the last centuries of the 7th millennium BP. We do not see a return to these previous high values, and there is a significant drop below trend in the early 5th millennium BP.

6. Conclusion

The density of radiocarbon dates in a dataset, and how this varies through time, provides a useful proxy for fluctuations in human population levels. This approach made a major step forward with the use of the new computational method presented in Shennan et al. (2013). For the first time statistical rigour was introduced using the MCSPD-method, providing confidence in whether the observed fluctuations could be considered significant, or were merely the consequence of sampling error and features in the calibration curve. This new tool allowed us to interrogate the EUROEVOL database containing nearly 14,000 dates in unprecedented spatial detail, revealing boom and bust patterns that followed the first appearance of farming in many different regions of Europe.

This paper builds on that earlier groundwork, and introduces an improvement to the computational method, providing greater confidence that the patterns detected represent a genuine signal of changing population levels. The efficacy of this improved method is demonstrated by its ability to detect a statistically significant signal in remarkably small datasets—only 12 samples across 4000 years in the particular dataset tested. Equipped with this improved tool, we have therefore been able to assess 12 new and independent regions of the European Neolithic. Despite these new regions containing substantially fewer samples, we have again found evidence of...
statistically significant fluctuations in regional population levels, occurring at different times in different regions. Our results provide compelling support for the argument proposed in the previous study, that boom-bust fluctuations rapidly followed the appearance of farming. The prevalence of this phenomenon in so many regions across Europe, combined with the dissimilarity and lack of synchronicity in the general shapes of the SPDs, supports the hypothesis of an endogenous, not climatic cause (cf. Müller, 2013).
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Appendix 1

Details of Computational Method.

Binning the observed data:

If the excavator has not already grouped the 14C dates into specific site-phases, a systematic binning process is applied to dates from the same site using the ‘binner’ function. Once ordered, dates are only assigned to a new bin if there is at least a 200-year gap since the previous date. This addresses the excavator’s ‘ascertainment’ or ‘wealth’ bias, and ensures that each site-phase is equally weighted when generating the SPD. Tests suggest that the overall shape of the SPD is insensitive to the value used for the bin-width.

Generating a summed probability distribution (SPD) from 14C data:

The ‘SPD maker’ function is used identically with both the observed and simulated data. Firstly, each 14C date and its associated error (the mean and standard deviation of the estimate) are calibrated in the usual manner using the intcal09 calibration curve (Reimer et al. 2009). Secondly, the resulting calibrated distributions from the same bin (or site-phase) are averaged. Finally the SPD from all bins are summed, trimmed to the time period of interest (8000–4000 BP), and normalised to unity. In the case of generating an SPD from simulated 14C data, only a single date is provided for each bin.
each bin (see ‘generating simulated $^{14}$C dates’), therefore the first averaging step is irrelevant. Tests show that when calibrating a single $^{14}$C date, the SPD maker function produces identically shaped distributions to those generated by other calibration software, such as OxCal (Bronk Ramsey, 2009).

**Generating simulated $^{14}$C dates:**

The ‘Monte-Carlo (MC) Simulator’ function is at the heart of the computational method, and generates huge numbers of simulated $^{14}$C datasets. Each dataset is generated under the null model being tested, whilst being as similar as possible to the observed $^{14}$C dataset. In the pursuit of mimicking the observed data as closely as possible, this function is complex, and calls many helper functions. Firstly calendar dates are randomly generated under the null model, specifically, $N$ dates are randomly sampled from the date range of interest, such that the probability of picking a particular date is determined by the null model; see ‘generating a null model’, where $N$ is the number of bins in the dataset (In fact slightly more than $N$ dates are required to sample from a slightly wider range, to allow for edge effects during the calibration process. These extra edges are subsequently trimmed by the ‘SPD maker’ function). Secondly each calendar date is converted into a single $^{14}$C date by ‘back-calibrating’ through the intcal 2009 curve; specifically, a random $^{14}$C date is picked from the intcal curve error at the corresponding calendar date. Thirdly a simple Monte-Carlo method is used to apply a rounding error to each simulated $^{14}$C date. This mimics the rounding applied by convention (Stuiver and Pollach, 1977) to $^{14}$C dates by many radiocarbon laboratories. Specifically, the observed dataset is probed to estimate the proportion of dates that were rounded to the nearest 1 yr, 5 yrs and 10 yrs. This is used to round the same proportion of simulated dates to 1.5 or 10 yrs. Finally the simulated $^{14}$C errors (standard deviations) are generated by sampling with replacement $N$ errors from the observed $^{14}$C errors.

**Generating a null model:**

The choice of exactly which null model to be tested is dependent on the specific research question being asked. Nevertheless, given the background expectation of human population increase, and the taphonomic losses of material through time, an exponential model is often appropriate. In some circumstances other shapes may be more appropriate, for example a sigmoid null for data from an island where it appears carrying capacity has been reached, and population levels are known to have been constant for a long time. Where it appears carrying capacity has been reached, and more appropriate, for example a sigmoid null for data from an island where it appears carrying capacity has been reached, and population levels are known to have been constant for a long time. Once a general shape is selected, a conservative approach to estimating the exact shape parameters of this null requires fitting it to the observed SPD as closely as possible. This model fitting uses standard methods of least square regression and a generalised linear model (GLM). Alternatively, as was the case in this paper and in Shennan et al. (2013), an exponential null model was fitted to the combined dataset of all regions in the database, over the longer period of 10,000—4000 BP, again using a GLM. The rationale for this second approach comes from the advantages brought by the law of large numbers; the larger the sample size, the closer the distribution will approximate the true distribution of the overall European population level through time. Once the parameters (and therefore the exact shape) of the null have been estimated, the total area is the normalised to unity, so that it can be directly used as a vector of probabilities by the ‘MC simulator’ function.

**Transforming the calibrated SPDs:**

In order to assess local differences in the density of a SPD it is first necessary to de-trend the SPD both from its (exponential) null model, and from spurious short term wiggles (less than 200 years) generated by the calibration process. This is achieved using a local $Z$-score transformation. Specifically, a vector of means and a vector of SDs are calculated from all the simulated SPDs. These two vectors are then used by the ‘local $Z$-transformer’ to de-trend both the observed SPD and each simulated SPD. Local 95% confidence intervals are then calculated from the transformed simulated SPDs.

**Finding local periods of unusually high or low density**

The 95% confidence interval represents the range in which we can expect 95% of the data to occur. Local sections of the observed SPD that fall outside the confidence interval can be considered unusually high or low density, and plotted as such as red or blue. However, by definition, approximately 5% of any SPD can be expected to fall outside this confidence interval from pure chance, which can be considered ‘false positive’ sections. In the case of a simulated SPD these false positives cannot be considered to represent any interesting or significant feature, since by definition the simulated SPD was generated through random processes. Similarly, approximately 5% of the observed SPD can also be expected to fall outside the confidence interval. Therefore we apply the ‘false positive remover’ function to filter out most likely candidates of false positives. This function uses the principle that since false positives are random events, we can expect them to be independently distributed through a SPD, therefore more likely to occur alone than in pairs, more likely in pairs than triplets etc., whereas ‘true positives’ are more likely to have low entropy, exhibit order, and therefore occur in blocks. This function therefore applies repeated cleaning sweeps to the SPD, removing single occurrences of a positive followed by occurrences of a positive with only one positive neighbour, until a maximum of 5% of the SPD has been demoted from the category of unusually high/low density. This is performed identically to the observed SPD, and to each simulated SPD.

**Calculating global significance**

Using the ‘significance tester’ function, a summary statistic (the total area of the remaining positives that are outside the confidence interval) is calculated both for the observed transformed SPD and for each simulated transformed SPD. A global $P$-value is then simply calculated as the proportion of simulations for which their summary statistic is as (or more) extreme than the observed summary statistic.

**Appendix 2**

**Radiocarbon data sources**


Appendix 3

Approximate first farming dates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>BCE</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>England and Wales</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>Whittle et al. (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without Wessex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western France</td>
<td>4800</td>
<td>Marchand (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowlands</td>
<td>5200</td>
<td>Amkreutz et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Sweden</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>Sørensen and Karg (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Southern Sweden</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>Sørensen and Karg (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Middle Sweden</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>Knutsson and Knutsson (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swedish Baltic Islands</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>Eriksson et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kujavia</td>
<td>5400</td>
<td>Pyzel (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Poland</td>
<td>5400</td>
<td>Pyzel (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Switzerland</td>
<td>4400</td>
<td>Denaire et al. (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bohemia</td>
<td>5400</td>
<td>Compromise of 5500 and 5300, from:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.by">http://www.by</a> unten.com/eng/ byl any_ chronol ogy .h tml and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stadler and Kotova (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moravia</td>
<td>5500</td>
<td>Oross and Banfi (2009)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix 3 provides the sources for the approximated first farming dates shown in Fig. 3 using blue arrows. Conversion from BCE to BP was achieved by adding 1950 years.
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